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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 












SUPREME COURT NO. #43389 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CV-2014-1043 
vs. 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent, 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District 
of the State ofldaho, in and for the County of Jerome 
KENT JENSEN 
Attorney at Law 
101 W 18th Street 
P.O. Box276 
Burley, ID 83318 




Statehouse Mail Room 210 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
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Date: 8/7/2015 
Time: 01 :28 PM 
Page 1 of 2 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Jerome County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0001043 Current Judge: John K. Butler 
Miguel Cosio-Nava, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Miguel Cosio-Nava, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User 
11/20/2014 NCPC SHELLY New Case Filed - Post Conviction Relief 
SHELLY Filing: H1c - Post-Conviction Act Proceedings* 
Paid by: Cosio-Nava, Miguel (subject) Receipt 
number: 1409324 Dated: 11/20/2014 Amount: 
$.00 (Cash) For: Cosio-Nava, Miguel (subject) 
PETN SHELLY Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 
AFFD SHELLY Affidavit of Miguel Cosio-Nava 
12/10/2014 ORDR TRACI post-conviction petition pre-trial procedural order 
HRSC TRACI Hearing Scheduled (Status 03/09/2015 01 :30 
PM) 
HRSC TRACI Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary 05/06/2015 
09:00AM) 
TRACI Notice Of Hearing 
1/30/2015 TRACI Amended Notice Of Hearing 
3/9/2015 CMIN SHELLY Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 3/9/2015 
Time: 8:45 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: Shelly Creek 
Tape Number: 
Kent Jensen via telephone 
John Horgan 
DCHH SHELLY Hearing result for Status scheduled on 
03/09/2015 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Denise Schloder 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: telephone conf in chambers 
3/19/2015 ANSW SHELLY Answer to Petition for Post Conviction Relief 
4/29/2015 EXHI SHELLY Respondent's Exhibit List (State) 
WITN SHELLY Witness List (State) 
MOTN SHELLY Respondent's Motion for Judicial Notice (State) 
4/30/2015 NOTC SHELLY Notice of Telephonic Appearance by Defendant 
EXHI SHELLY Exhibit List (Kent Jensen) 
WITN SHELLY Witness List (Kent Jensen) 




John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
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Date: 8/11/2015 
Time: 04:04 PM 
Page 2 of 2 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Jerome County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0001043 Current Judge: John K. Butler 
Miguel Cosio-Nava, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Miguel Cosio-Nava, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User 
5/6/2015 CMIN SHELLY Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Evidentiary 
Hearing date: 5/6/2015 
Time: 8:36 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Denise Schloder 




Miguel Cosio-Nava via telephone 
DCHH SHELLY Hearing result for Evidentiary scheduled on 
05/06/2015 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Denise Schloder 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
ADVS SHELLY Case Taken Under Advisement 
5/18/2015 MEMO SHELLY Memorandum Decision and Order 
JDMT SHELLY Judgment 
CDIS SHELLY Civil Disposition entered for: State Of Idaho, 
Other Party; Cosio-Nava, Miguel, Subject. Filing 
date: 5/18/2015 
6/22/2015 NTOA SHELLY Notice Of Appeal 
APSC SHELLY Appealed To The Supreme Court 
7/1/2015 BONT SHELLY Bond Posted for Transcript (Receipt 1505270 
Dated 7/1/2015 for 100.00) 
8/11/2015 NTOA SHELLY AMENDED Notice Of Appeal 
User: SHELLY 
Judge 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
John K. Butler 
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From 
Kc:nl 0 . Jensen #4424 
101 W ,smst. 
P.O. Uox 276 




Auorncy lor Poticior1cr 
Thu 20 Nov 2014 11:25:22 AM CST Page 4 of 6 
DISTRICT COURT 
FIFTH JU /Cl 1L DIST 
JEROME COUNTY I HO 
2D1~ !WV 2 D Al~ 1 o 29 
Jnichelle Bmerson 
" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TH FIFTH ,IUDICIAL m~T I , \ ' iVil { 
STAT.R OF IDAHO IN AND liOR THE COUNTY OF$ 
·MIGUEL COSTO- TA VA, 
P!:!tition~r, 
vs. 
ST/\TE OF IDJ\HO, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW the Petitioner and alleges: 
Case No. CR 2014-1450 
PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION 
RELIEF 
1. Place of' detention if in custody: U 1 County Jail. 
2. Name and loi::.ation of the Court, wh ch imposed judgment/sentence: Jerome County 
Jeromc, ldaho, Honorable Judge John K. Butl r Fifth Judicial District. 
3. The case munbcr and offense or offi nses for whi<.:h st:nlem:e wus imposed_: CR 2014-
1450; Bat.tery-Domes1.ic Violence ith Traumatic Injury. 
4. Th~ dale upon which sentence wa<; · 1posed and the rerms of sentence: September 8, 
2014, wjth a unified sentence of th1 e years determinate followed hy four years 
indctcnnloate, and 011 condltion the sentence be suspended, the Petitioner was to 
serve a perioc.l of ~upervised proba.L C)n las Ling 11 ve years. 
:'i. A finding ot'guilt wac; maci.e aft.era lea hefore this court. 
6. The Petitioner asse1ts the following grounds for post-convjction relief: 
(a) The Petitioner was not adeq ately advised of immigration consequences on his 
PETITION FOR POST-C01'1VJCTION Rf; ,Jml' -1 
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From Thu 20 Nov 2014 11:25:22 AM CST Page 5 of 6 
0 
·' 
plea, and on October 21, 20 4, the Petitioner was taken into custody by 
Immigration and Customs orcement 
(b) That the Petitioner receive ineffective assi~ncc of counsel dming ~e 
defense of lhe case, in that 
consequences that could be 1 him because of his plea pursuant to Padilla v, 
Kentucky, 130 S.Ct. 1473 ( 
7; Prior to this petition, the Petitioner ' not filed any petitions in state or foderal 
court for habeas coxpwi. 
WHEREFORE, the Petitioner seeks th follo"Wing relief: 
I. '!bat the Court grants the Petitioner .req uc::.t for rdicf as set forth above. 
2. That upon gnmting the Petitioner's tition for relief, that the court allow the 
Petitioner to withdraw his plea of 
. . yj_ 
DATED this ~L f day of November 2014. 
l:i.li:TITION }'Olt POST-COm<lCTION IEF-2 
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From Thu 20 Nov 2014 ll:25:22 AM CST 
11/ 1812014 .. 10: 05 FA! 180185. 4219 UT COUNTY JA TT. 800RING 
F, om Tua 18 NOif ~ 14 09:$0:12 AM CST 
STAlP.OFUtw1 ) 
~-
COWll v of Utah ) 
Miguel COl5io-N11.vn. ~ing first'du?y. l according to lo.w, deposc=s and states: 
Page 6 of 6 
~008/003 
P1;1 3 of 3 
Tha:t he iJ the l>Cltitioacr in~ above~ · tled at.'tio~ that he ha~ read the foregoing Petition 
·~ 
Migut,J Cosio-Nuvu 
SUBSCRlllnD AND SWORN to bd me this ij day of November, 2014. 
I 
I 





.__LI', . COMM. EXP. DS-04-Jm 
.F-3 
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from Thu 20 Nov 2014 11:25:22 AM CST Page 1 of 6 
0 
Kent D Jensen Law Office 
To: Jerome County Court 
Fax Number: 2086442609 
Company: Unknown 
From: Law Office of Kent D. Jensen 
Re: CR-2014-1450 Petition for Post-Conviction 
Today's Date: Thu Nov 20 2014, 11:25 CST 
Nbr of Pages: 5 
Comments: Attached is a Petition of 
Post conviction Relief and an 
Affidavit of Miguel Cosio Nava in 
case CR 2014 1450 involving Miguel 
Cosio Nava. 
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From Thu 20 Nov 2014 11;25:22 AM CST Page 2 of 6 
11 / 20 / 2014 11: 12 fiAX l!!IJU . 219 lJT/ili COITITY JA f I. DOOKl~G @0011002 
Page 2 of 3 Fr:1m Thu 20 Nov 20 4 3.0: 47; 02 .4M CST 
Kc.nl D. Jr 1scn 1141l2'1 
101 w 181 St. 
P.O. hox:76 
Burley, ld.Jlio 8331~ 
lelr.ptione ·c,.og) 878-J36o 





S'fATD OF IDAHO, 
l:>efendnnt. 
J .figu~l Cosi~Nava, bclng duly 3wom. d 
i . That y<il.lr ~rrtant is the Detendam, Mi 
DISTRICT COURT 
FIFTH JUD1Cl.4l DIST 
JEROME GO U !TY IDAHO 
Case No.CR-2014-1450 
AFFIDAVIT OF MIGUEL COSlO•NAVA 
: . '!'hat on September 8, 2014, the affiant rcprcwntcd by counsel at a Scntcnoing 
H~aring before the Jerome County Coun. At tbn · g, the atlfont p1ed guilty to one counl. of 
Dooicst,; Battery with Traumatic lnjut'y, a felony in violation ofT.C. § 18~918(2) . 
. L That the Dcfondamt Miguel Cosio-Na \\18...~ never appri!'led of the imtnl~ration 
i...-onsequences Ior plt!&iing guilty to such a charge to whit. lhat he would be !lubject 10 deportation 
ptwi:c~l:n~ subsequent to the entry oftbo plea. 
· 'iothing .further saith. yollr affiaot. 
DA 'T'EI, lhhi _~_day ofNovc.rubef, 2014. 
Ali'FJlH, vn OF MIGUEL COSIO.NA VA-1 





1J/20/2014 1l: 13 l•'A,'( 
From 
Thu 20 Nov 2014 11;25;22 AM CST 
18018,~10 UTAH COTJN1'V ,TAU. llOUKINC: 0 
Th11 20 Nov 20 10147102 AM C$T 
Sl°JBSC!~JBLJD AND SWOm to before m~ thl 
Jmmn" County 'Pl,~utor 
208-644.21S39 
.t\Jhl>A VlT OF MIGUEt., COSIO.NAVA-2 
Page 3 of 6 
ta) 002/00.2 
Pase 3 of 3 
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DISTRICT COURT 
F:Fn JU 'Cl"L 01 T 
J':iH' IJ::: i:C•J:; Y. I'.' .·to 
201Y DEC 10 APl 10 SY 
~'~! :chelle Emerson.__ 
BY - ~ 
DE PUTY CLER ~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 





) Case No. CV 2014-1043 
) 
) POST CONVICTION PETITION 
) PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURAL 
) ORDER PURSUANT TO 
State of Idaho, 
Respondent. 
) I.R.C.P. 16---Felony Case Only 
) (Effective May 1, 2013) 
) 
) 
In order to (1) expedite the disposition of this action; (2) establish early and 
continuing control by the court; and (3) improve the quality of the legal work "through 
more thorough preparation," as suggested by I.R.C.P. 16(a), the Court hereby enters 
the following procedural Order which shall govern the prosecution and defense of this 
case: 
A. APPLICATION OF THE CIVIL RULES OF PROCEDURE/DISCOVERY. The Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure govern this proceeding. Idaho Criminal Rule 57(b) provides: 
The petition for post-conviction relief shall be filed by the 
clerk of the court as a separate civil case and be processed 
under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure except as 
otherwise ordered by the trial court; provided the provisions 
for discovery in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure shall not 
apply to the proceedings unless and only to the extent 
ordered by the trial court. (Emphasis added). 
PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURAL ORDER - Page 1 
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Accordingly, the discovery process is not available to the parties unless ordered 
by the Court after motion and hearing. 
B. PETITIONER'S APPLICATION MUST COMPLY WITH THE RULES AND 
STATUTES GOVERNING THIS CASE. In addition to the requirements of I.C.R. 57(a), 
the petitioner's application 1 filed in this case must also comply with the statutory 
framework for the petitioner's claims set forth in the Uniform Post-Conviction Procedure 
Act, codified at Idaho Code §19-4901 et. seq. Section 19-4903 specifically requires 
that any application shall: 
[1] identify the proceedings in which the applicant was convicted, [2] 
give the date of the entry of the judgment and sentence complained of, [3] 
specifically set forth the grounds upon which the application is based, and 
[4] clearly state the relief desired. Facts within the personal knowledge of 
the applicant shall be set forth [5] separately from other allegations of 
facts and shall be [6] verified as provided in section 19-4902. [7] 
Affidavits, records, or other evidence supporting its allegations shall be 
attached to the application or the application shall recite why they are not 
attached. The application shall [8] identify all previous proceedings, 
together with the grounds therein asserted, taken by the applicant to 
secure relief from his conviction or sentence. (Emphasis added). 
C. ORDER RE PLEADINGS. As noted by the Court in Griffin v. State, 142 Idaho 438, 
441, 128 P.3d 975, 978 (Ct. App. 2006), "[a]s often occurs with pro se filings, the 
allegations of [the] post-conviction petition are not ~rtful or entirely clear." Therefore, 
pursuant to Idaho Code 19-4906(a), counsel for the Petitioner will within 60 days of the 
date of this Order file with the Court and serve on opposing counsel an Amended 
Application for Post-Conviction Relief if necessary to comply with the statute and rules. 
Since the Uniform Post-Conviction Procedure Act clearly specifies that the proceedings are initiated by 
filing an "application," such term will be used synonomously with the word "petition." The "party filing the same 
shall be designated as the ... 'petitioner"' pursuant to I.R.C.P. 3(a)(I). 
PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURAL ORDER- Page 2 
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Counsel shall consult with the petitioner prior to the preparation of an Amended Petition 
about any proposed amendments to the petitioner's claims of relief. The Petitioner shall 
certify under oath that "I have consulted with counsel as to any proposed amendments 
to the petition and that after consultation with counsel I agree and consent to the 
proposed amendments to my petition for post-conviction relief." The Amended 
Application must: 1) fully comply with the required format of I.C.R. 57(a); 2) specifically 
set forth the grounds upon which the application is based, and 3) clearly state the relief 
desired as required by Idaho Code §19-4903.2 The purpose of this order is to expedite 
"the disposition of the action" pursuant to Rule 16(a)(1) and to improve the quality of the 
proceedings through "more thorough preparation" pursuant to Rule 16(a)(4). 
Within 30 days of service of any Amended Application the State shall file an 
Answer thereto (or a Motion for Summary Dismissal if appropriate). Pursuant to I.C. § 
19-4906(a), if the petition or amended petition is not accpmpanied by the record of 
underlying criminal proceeding challenged therein, the Respondent shall file with its 
Answer the records and transcripts or portions thereof that are material to the 
claims/issues raised in the petition or amended petition. If there was no direct appeal 
the Respondent shall submit to the court a motion and proposed order for the 
preparation of transcripts relevant to the claims of the petition and in the case of a direct 
appeal the Respondent shall contact Idaho Attorney General Appellate Division and 
2 An application for post-conviction relief must be verified with respect to facts within the personal knowledge of the 
applicant, and affidavits, records, or other evidence supporting its allegations must be attached or a reason for their 
non-inclusion given. Downing v. State, 132 Idaho 861, 979 P.2d 1219 (Ct. App. 1999). If the relevant portions of 
the records or transcripts of the underlying criminal proceeding at issue are not attached, then the petitioner/counsel 
shall make application to the court for preparation of the relevant records or transcripts, if there was no direct appeal 
and in the case of a direct appeal the petitioner/counsel shall contact appellate counsel/SAPD and obtain copies of 
the relevant records and transcripts to be attached to the petition or amended petition. 
PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURAL ORDER - Page 3 
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obtain copies of the relevant records and transcripts to be attached to the petition or 
amended petition. 
D. I.R.C.P. 11(a)(1) CERTIFICATION. As in any civil proceeding, counsel for the 
Petitioner is not merely a passive bystander. In filing the Amended Application, he or 
she must certify "that the attorney . . . has read the pleading, motion or other paper; 
that to the best of the signer's knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable 
inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good faith 
argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law, and that it is not 
interposed for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay 
or needless increase in the cost of litigation." I.R.C.P. 11(a)(1). Counsel for the 
petitioner will be held to such a standard regarding any claims which will be asserted in 
the Amended Application. 
E. SCHEDULING AND HEARINGS. Pretrial hearings in this case shall be heard on 
the Court's regularly scheduled civil calendar which is normally every Monday at 1 :30 
p.m. Absent an order shortening time, all motion practice other than Motions for 
Summary Dismissal will be governed by I.R.C.P. 7 As a matter of courtesy, counsel are 
expected to contact the Court's Deputy Clerk, Traci Brandebourg (phone 208-644-
2601) to schedule hearings and then to confirm the availability of opposing counsel for 
proposed hearing dates before noticing any matters for hearing. As an accommodation 
to out-of-town counsel and parties, hearings on any pretrial motion (except pre-trial 
conferences, motions for summary disposition or hearings at which testimony is 
to be offered) may be conducted by telephone conference call pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
7(b)(4). Counsel requesting a hearing by conference call will be responsible for 
PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURAL ORDER - Page 4 
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arranging for placement of the call to the court phone at 208-644-2682 and must 
contact the clerk before noticing the matter for hearing to insure that the calendar can 
accommodate a telephone conference. If a hearing is held by conference call, all 
attorneys are required to appear by telephone. 
F. MOTIONS GENERALLY (Applies to every motion). 
One additional copy marked or stamped "Judge's Copy" of the motion and of all 
moving or opposing papers (including affidavits, and briefs) must be submitted to the 
judge's chambers when such documents are filed or lodged with the clerk of the court. 
If a party relies upon any case decided by an appellate court outside of Idaho, a copy of 
such case must be attached to the copy of the brief submitted to the judge's chambers. 
G. MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION. The following procedures shall apply 
to summary disposition motions: 
1. The party moving for summary disposition shall prepare as separate documents: 
(i) the motion, (ii) a concise statement of the claimed undisputed material facts. Each 
statement of an undisputed fact shall include a reference to the record which supports 
that fact, and (iii) a legal memorandum specifying the reasons in support of the 
motion. 
2. The party opposing a motion for summary disposition shall prepare as separate 
documents: (i) a concise statement of the agreed upon undisputed material facts 
and a concise statement which are claimed genuine issues of material fact and/or 
which are material facts omitted from the moving party's statement of facts. Each 
statement of a fact shall include a reference to the record which supports that fact, and 
(ii) a legal memorandum specifying the reasons in opposition to the motion. 




3. The procedures and time requirements specified in I.R.C.P. 56 shall govern 
the procedures for Motions for Summary Disposition. 
4. MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY DISPOSTION MUST BE FILED AND ARGUED AT 
LEAST 30 DA VS PRIOR TO THE SCHEDULED PRETRIAL CONFERENCE. 
H. OBJECTIONS/MOTIONS TO STRIKE 
Any party objecting to an opposing party's affidavit(s) MUST file a written 
objection and motion to strike and have the matter noticed for hearing in order to 
preserve the objection and to give the court and the parties sufficient notice regarding 
the same. Oral objections regarding any affidavit WILL NOT be considered, and the 
right referenced in Hecla Mining Co. v. Star-Morning Mining Co., 122 Idaho 778, 782-
83, 839 P.2d 1192, 1196-97 (1992) to make oral objections at a summary disposition 
hearing is hereby specifically PROHIBITED. I.R.C.P. (16)(b); Gem State Ins. Co. v. 
Hutchison, 145 Idaho 10, 15, 175 P.3d 172, 177 (2007). 
I. JUDICIAL NOTICE: If either party requests the court to take judicial notice of any 
documents or other items not contained in the post-conviction file, counsel shall 
provide, under separate cover, all such documents or items with that party's written 
request for judicial notice. Any objection to the request for judicial notice shall be made 
in writing within 7 days of receipt of the request. Failure to object within this time frame 
shall constitute a WAIVER of objection thereto. The Court shall only take judicial notice 
of documents or items that are submitted under separate cover unless it is impossible 
to submit the document(s) or items in such a manner. 
PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURAL ORDER - Page 6 
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J. SANCTIONS. A post conviction proceeding is a civil proceeding. Therefore the 
rules of civil procedure shall apply in this case. Specifically any sanctions available to 
either party pursuant to the rules are applicable in this case. 
K. PRETRIAL AND EVIDENTIARY HEARING. The Court recognizes that this case 
may be resolved by a Motion(s) for Summary Disposition or pursuant to a Notice of 
Intent to Dismiss issued by the Court. However, by separate Order the Court sets this 
case for pretrial and an evidentiary hearing at this time. These settings will permit 
expeditious resolution of this matter in the event this matter is not resolved by 
agreement or motion. Counsel for petitioner shall be responsible to arrange for 
transport of petitioner if petitioner is incarcerated at the time of evidentiary hearing. 
PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURAL ORDER - Page 7 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY 
I, , hereby certify that on the ~ day of ~ , 20_tPa true and correct 
copy of the foregoing Order was mailed, postage paid, and/or h~~~d-delivered to the 
following persons: 
Kent D. Jensen 
Attorney for Petitioner 
P.O. Box 276 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
John L. Horgan 
Jerome County Prosecutor 
233 W. Main St. 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Deputy Clerk 
PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURAL ORDER - Page 8 
{ x) U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( x ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
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IN THE 01~.,..qlCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICI~ . )ISTRICT OF THE 
FJEROME STAl F IDAHO, IN ~f~~1ttfrCOUN"1 
2331~l'.Ji1tri I _SJj_~ET 
JE~, /~v& 1~ 1&~n:tJ8 
vs 
STATE OF IDAHO, DEFENDANT, 
Defendant. 
Case No: CV-2014-0001043 
NOTICE OF HEARING 







Monday, March 09, 2015 01 :30 PM 
John K. Butler 
Courtroom #2 - District Courtroom 
Wednesday, May 06, 2015 09:00 AM 
John K. Butler 
Courtroom #2 - District Courtroom 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court 
and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Wednesday, 
December 10, 2014. / 
Counsel: Mailed Hand Delivered 
KENT D JENSEN 
P.O. BOX 276 
BURLEY ID 83318 
Counsel: 
JOHN L HORGAN 
233 W. MAIN ST. 
JEROME ID 83338 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Mailed 
--
Hand Delivered r/ --
Dated: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 
Michelle Emerson 




IN THE DIS ... '"'ICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIA' - ISTRICT OF THE 
STAT F IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT F JEROME 
MIGUEL COSIO-NAVA, PLAINTIFF, 
Plaintiff, 
vs 
STATE OF IDAHO, DEFENDANT, 
Defendant. 
233 WEST MAIN STREET 
JEROME,cl1gmq c~~~~8 
F:Frn .JL' : :ct/ L Oi~T 
,I:-- , · 11 - ' - ''J , - • •I ) 
[lY • ) Case No: CV-2014-0001043 
D!:P"T( L-:·'{ t .. V v ) ~\. ~ 
) Amended NOTICE OF HEARING 
) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Telephone Status Monday, March 09, 2015 01 :30 PM 
Judge: John K. Butler 
**This hearing will be held in chambers with Mr. Jensen calling the Court 208-644-2600** 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court 
and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Friday, 
January 30, 2015. 
Counsel: 
KENT D JENSEN 
P.O. BOX 276 
BURLEY ID 83318 
Counsel: 
JOHN L HORGAN 
233 W. MAIN ST. 
JEROME ID 83338 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Mailed ~ Hand Delivered 
Mailed -- Hand Delivered ___L' 
Dated: Friday, January 30, 2015 
Michelle Emerson 
Clerk Of The District Court 
By:_V ____ _ 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, 
INANDFORTHECOUNTYOF~ROME 
Civil Minute Entry 
Miguel Cosio-Nava vs State of Idaho 
CV 2014-1043 
DATE: 3-9-15@ 9:00 a.m. 
Honorable John K Butler, District Judge presiding 
Denise Schloder, Court Reporter 
Shelly Creek, Minute Clerk 
**In Chambers Hearing** 
MATTER BEFORE THE COURT: Status via telephone in chambers 
1:35 This being the time and place set for: Telephone Status hearing in chambers, 
court convenes. 
Parties identified for the record. 
Plaintiff: Kent Jensen is present via telephone 
Defendant: Mike Seib is present in person 
Court inquires of Mr. Jensen regarding evidentiary set for 5-6-15 and if it is still 
proceeding 
Mr. Jensen: We are proceeding to hearing. Have had discussion with Mr. Horgan on 
Friday. Hoping we can resolve case. That is my hope to get it resolved. 
Court: Do not see an answer has been filed from the State 
Mr. Seib: Correct. No Answer has been filed yet. Was waiting for the transcript. 
Transcript was ordered but order was lost. Confusion. We do have the transcript no. 
Mr. Jensen: I do not have the transcript of the change of plea hearing. 
Mr. Seib: We just received it last week. Was going to have my office email you the 
transcript since it came electronically and then send a hard copy. It might be in your 
email. 
Mr. Jensen: Don't see it in the file yet. 
Court inquires of Mr.Jensen: If matter goes to evidentiary are you only witnesses 
Mr. Cosio-Nava and Mr. McRae? 
Mr. Jensen: Yes, I have only had brief discussion with Mr. McRae. My client has been 
deported. I have spoken to him in Mexico. If matter proceeds I can either try to get 
him here in person with what is called an advanced parole from immigration. Or, 
District Court Minute Entry 1 
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other solution would be to have him appear by telephone. Think there is not a time 
difference or if there is, it is a one hour time difference. I can find out. 
Mr. Seib: Nothing further 
Court: Mr. Seib to get the Answer filed. Counsel to have exhibits, witness lists, etc. 
filed seven days before the evidentiary hearing. Mr. Jensen you need to let us know 
how your client will appear so we can have an interpreter available. 
Court in Recess. 
End Mirn1it-e 
Attest: --1---..i ........ ..,....... _ _ _ 
Shell 




Office of the Jerome County Prosecutor 
Jerome County Judicial Annex 
23 3 West Main 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
TEL: (208) 644-2630 
FAX: (208) 644-2639 
ISB No. 3068 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME 
MIGUEL COSIO-NAVA, ) CaseNo. CV-2014 - 1043 
Petitioner, 
) ANSWER TO PETITION FOR POST 
) CONVICTION RELIEF 
vs. ) 
) 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
COMES NOW the State of Idaho, Respondent, by and through Michael J. Seib, 
Jerome County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and answers and defends against Petitioner's 
Petition for Post-Conviction Relief as follows: 
1. Respondent admits allegations made in paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5. 
2. Respondent is unable to recognize articulated assertions in the following 
paragraphs; or is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 
as to the truth of any allegations that are asserted in the following paragraphs: 
1, 6, and 7, and therefore enters a denial to any and all assertions made in 
these paragraphs. 
Answer to Petition For Post-Conviction Relief Page 1 
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I 
STATEMENT OF AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE ONE 
Petitioner's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief contains bare and conclusory 
allegations unsubstantiated by affidavits, records, or other admissible evidence, and 
therefore fails to raise a genuine issue of material fact. Idaho Code Sections l 9-4902(a), 
19-4903, and 19-4906. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE ONE 
Petitioner' s Petition for Post-Conviction Relief is clearly disproved by the record, 
and under such circumstances, Petitioner's allegations are insufficient for the granting of 
relief. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE Respondent requests as follows: 
1. That each and every claim made by Petitioner be, in all respects, denied 
and dismissed, and that Plaintiffs take nothing thereby. 
2. That the Court order such other and further relief as the Comt deems just 
and proper in the circumstances. 
< 
DATED this a day of March 2015. 
~ 
Jerome County Deputy Prosecutor 
Answer to Petition For Post-Conviction Relief Page2 
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t 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this a ~ March 2015 I served a true and con-ect 
copy of the within and foregoing document upon the person(s) named below by mail, 
hand delivery or facsimile: 
Kent D. Jensen 
1 0 1 W 1 3th St. 
P.O. Box 276 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
Answer to Petition For Post-Conviction Relief Page 3 
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r -· 
JOHN L. HORGAN, ISB #3068 Jj~·,n1cr c -,_; T 
Jerome County Prosecuting Attorney_ _r: =''"•i '·· [ '" · · .. ~ - r 
Jerome County Judicial Annex ·· · · · 
233 West Main 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
TEL: (208) 644-2630 
FAX: (208) 644-2639 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR JEROME COUNTY 








Case No. CV-2014-1043 
Petitioner, 
V. RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT LIST 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
COMES NOW the State ofldaho, by and through the Jerome County Prosecuting Attorney, 
and submits the State's list of exhibits: 
l. No exhibits are anticipated at this time. 
DA TED this _z<'.t_ C pril 2015. .- ----
RESPONDENT' S WITNESS LIST - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~ y of April 2015, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT LIST upon the fol lowing person(s) in the manner indicated: 
Kent D. Jensen 
101 W 18th St. 
P.O. Box 276 
Burley, Idaho 833 18 
RESPONDENT' S WITNESS LIST - 2 
Interoffice Mail 
U.S.Mai l 
_ _ Personal D elivery 
::£._ fax to 208-5 15-3464 
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r 
JOHN L. HORGAN, ISB #3068 
Jerome County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jerome County Judicial Annex 
233 West Main 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
TEL: (208) 644-2630 
FAX: (208) 644-2639 
- I~ -r• ,' •: I I.,. I 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUD ICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 














Case No. CV-2014-1043 
Witness List 
COMES NOW the State ofldaho, by and through the Jerome County Prosecuting Attorney, 
and submits the State's list of witnesses: 
l. Steven McRae 
~ 
DATED this 29 day of April , 20 15. 
RESPONDENT' S WITNESS LIST - l 
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CERTIF ICATE OF SERVICE 
()<>-rv'-
I hereby certify that on this ~ day of April 20 15, l served a true and correct copy of 
the forego ing RESPONDENT'S MOTION FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE upon the following 
person(s) in the manner indicated: 
Kent D. Jensen 
101 W 18111 St. 
P.O. Box 276 
Burley, Idaho 833 18 
Respondent's Motion For Judicial Notice - 2 
Interoffice Mail 
U.S. Mail 
__ Personal Delivery 




Office of the Jerome County Prosecutor 
Jerome County Judicial Annex 
233 West Main 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
TEL: (208) 644-2630 
FAX: (208) 644-2639 
ISB No. 3068 
:,· . -;- - - ·; r_ - ~"T 
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BY ·__,,,__ _ _ _ ._ 
D f JT'i' 'I - I , I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) Case No. CV-2014 - 1043 
) 
) RESPONDENT'S MOTION FOR 





COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, Respondent, by and through Michael J. Seib, Jerome 
County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and moves this court, pursuant to its Pre-Trial Procedural 
Order, filed in this matter on December 10, 20 15, to take judicial notice over the following 
documents that are part of the underlying criminal case, CR 2014-1450: 
I. The Reporter's Transcript Change o_f Plea Hearing, signed March 3, 2015. 
The transcript is not attached hereto based on it being in the court file. 
DATEDthis ~ ~ ofAp1~~ 
MICHAELJ. S 
Jerome County Deputy Prosecutor 





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~ y of April 20 15, I served a true and correct copy of 
the forego ing RESPONDENT'S MOTION FOR JUDIC IAL NOTICE upon the following 
person(s) in the manner indicated: 
Kent D. Jensen 
101 W l 811i St. 
P.O. Box 276 
Burley, Idaho 833 18 
Respondent s Motion For Judicial Notice - 2 
Interoffice Mai l 
U.S.Mail 
Personal Delivery 
~ fax to 208-515-3464 
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Kcnr D. Jensen #4424 
101 w 1sttist. 
P.O. Rox 276 




DISTRICT COU- T 
Fl FTH JU o:c 1,\L DIST 
Jt, ROME cot.··Ty 10:. .o 
2015 A.PR 30 
TN THR DISTRICT COURT 01i· TllfE FIF1"H JUDICIAL DlSTRlC1 (ijjlf}Jitlt CI_:_::"': 
STATE OF IDAHO JN ANU~ 'FOR Tll.E:'COUNTY OF JRROME 
STATE UF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff:: 
.vs. 
M .. HJUEL CUSlO-NAVA, 
Derendant. 
Case No. CV 2014-H)43 
NOTICl!: OF TELRPHONIC 
AI,P.EARANCE BY DEFll:NUA NT 
NOTICE IS HEREI3Y GIVEN that th,: Defendant in this Cfl."Se will. appear lr>efore the CourL 
lelephonically for Lhe F.vidtmtiary Heuring before the Cou.rt, currently schedulc<l (ln Wednesday, 
May 6, 2015 at 9:00 a.m., and wi1l call in from the munber a<; foll(> WS: 01152133 !4250512 .. The 
Dcfondant has been deporled from Uie country, and i:s the.reforc physically lUlable to appear before , 
' . 
the Court in person. y/; 
Dated this~day of April, 2015. 
CElRTIFTCA TE OF Slfi:RVTCR 
I hereby c-ertify that on this ~ny-of April, 20.15, I served the foregoing Notice of 
Telepho.nic Appearance by Defendant upon the EI1torney for the State ofidaho by facsimile, 
addressed as follow~: 
Jerome County Prosecutor 
208-644-2639 
NOTICE OF TELEPHONIC APJ>lfU.RANCE BY DE:FENDANT-1 
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DISTRI CT COURT 
flFTH JUD; 1/.L .DIS T 
JE 0'. en ;1•.1 :H 
Kem D. Jensen #4424 
JOJ W 18'h $t 
P .0 . Box 276 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
Telcphone:(208) 87.8-3366 
Fac~imile:(208) 51 S-34M 
kcmtj7@gmail.com 
2015 APR 30 Prl 3 00 
,it:heli-e emer~on 
IN THF., nTSTRTCT COURT O'F THR FTFTH .ilUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO TN AND FOR THF. COUNTY OF JEROME 





Ca::;t: Nu. CV 201.4-1043 
EXHIBIT J,IST 
COMBS NOW the lJcfcndan:t, by and through hi:, attorney of record, K~nl D. fon:;,en, and 
hereby S1.1bmits the following list of Exhibits in the above~entitled matt.er: 
P,xhihit A: Foj-831 Dated Octobel' 2 1. 2014. 
Dated thi~day of April: 2:015. 
cF~RT~EF,A: rE o.F sE!l\'lcE . 
I hereby cer'lify that on this:~~ Jay of April,· 2015, I served the foregoing Exhibit Li.st 
upon the attorney for the St.'\te of Idaho by facsimile, adclre5sed as follows: 
Jerome County Prosecutor 
208-644-2639 
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r . . 
U.S. D11p1trf111cat of Homelaml See1trity Notice to Appe~r 
I I M tllRIMllll-llllQ Cl- !! , ,: 1 ,i U·· ~ 
In re1noval proceedings under section 240 of 1tbe ·1m.tnigratio11 snd Nationality Ad: 
.Subject ID: 3S1l76S18 ll'INS: 1157892218 
OOBt Oi1/l.S/'.l.978 
File Na: __ 043 ... 792 16'4 ·-------··-
Event No: TPtl~100000Sl 
In the M11Ui!r ,Jf: 
..................... ·--··--··-·· curre11Lly reiidi11g at: 
C/0 iCB CIUltody 2975 Decker Lllke Se& Cont,~uatJOII ~aga Mada a P.u-~ Kereot 
--------·-··-<Nu~nher, stree1. city;n:riiI;~~;<leT"-· f ArcA cl'ldc and pbcine ntunber) 
0 l. Yau arie lln arrhdng alien. 
0 2._ You are '111 alien present in the u,,;t,;,(i Sililt'S wh;, hii,; nor heen ~dmi"!tcd or paroled, 
Ii] 1. Y<iu )'i-4v,: been admitted to die LJ11i1cd Slates, bu1 arc n:movnhle for lhe rea::ion::l swlcJ b<:-l~w. 
l'he Def>llrtinenr of Homeland Security alll:ges th>.lt yo1t: 
Saia Continua.1;,ion Page Made a Part: Hereof 
On I.he basis of the foregoi_ng, it is char:g~d thut you 11re subjecl to re111oval from the United S1111es p1.1rs1tftpt !fJ lh.?Jhll,,wh1g 
pmvision(s_) <.1f law: 
s~e eont.inu.ation J?a.g~ .~da ai ~-nrt Heroof 
D This noti~.: is b.elng b~1,1ed after ai1 asylum officer has found rhal !he re~por111cnt Im!> di:monstra1ed n credible feor of persecution 
ornmurc. 
D Se~tion 2J5{b)( I) order wun~11led pur$ull-!lt r.o: Osc~R ::'!O&.Jo~t)<2.1 DscFR :?J5J(.hll ~)tiv> 
VOU ARE ORDi::".RED to appear before 11n immign11ion judge of the Unil(:d Siates D~p11rtment of' Justice at: 
2975 Declcar Lake Drive Suite 200 WBST VALLE\' CITY UT 84119609(. EOlR Salt Lake City, UT 
---------·--··· ···~··········-··-··--···-------------· 
1f..1l,f/1plrre .ld,l11:s, qf' l11ttr11gmcb,1 ('ow·t, inl" · • /le·~"' Nr,mt./r. if,m,:) 
on .'r..q_ -~!? •• ~.9.!:.!......._ ... ____ at -~~..!!:.:.... ... --·····oe lt) show why yo sh 
(!-bti!j i nme/ 
R 2453 
t.'(n; b; + A-
1 of 8 
Dille:: octobe:i: _:n, 2014_ __ twin __ hlU ... x~11bc __ _ ---~--··-"···"·~--....... -·----·------
/1:it;r and Slul'lt) 
__ _.. ________________ __._._ ________________ , ____ _ 
See re'\•eo,;c: For lmpol'taht iofornuulon 
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0 
U.S. Depal11i1cnt-of Homt:'laud Seanity 
-·------·-----•••------- 1-.. -~' ~I--• 
· Alien's Name 
HI<1$!tt. COSlO~NAVA_ 
ltlf.B SERVICE ALLzGgs ~T Y~U! . 
·. --------------------------~--
0 
··t ·.: . .. ·, ....... 
Cuncin11Jatton ~ for Form_~I_-13_0_3 ____ _ 
,_•_• -•-••'"'•••- • ,....._,, __ .. ,,.• ~~1u 1 .,1,H,r' ',"--l! O 
TieNumber · 1· Data · 
,o 792 184 . 10/21/2014 
:verit No: ~.T!Il Sl.OO_O_O_O_S""'ll'---------
l. l'ou ara .not a oitizen or nationeil of the tTt1ited Bt,:1.t.ea1 
:2. You are a native of MIJCICO aiid a citi:ren of MEXICO, 
3. You we.r• admit.:t&d t.o tlitt 1111iu111 Sl:at·H a.I;. Bl. !'111110, 't'cx~i, r;tr~ Oecembe.r a~, 1992 IUl a J.cgal 
l'armanant Resident:;" PXw2 
4. You 'al!•r•, en ·Sapcember a, 2014., cl:lnvic:tad in the D.Lllltriat Court of th• Fifth Judicial 
District of the. Sttt,tfl of Idaho, In and for the County of Jer0111e for the offensl! of tlomestic 
B;,.ttery W:lth Tr~u.matic rnj1uy, in violation of Idaho e(:,de 18·918 {21 i 18~9031 
5 .• · That ?tfei:aa~ was c~tted. .a91.inet Ara.cu~li 'ldargua:z, a person· wh.o is protected· frOlll your 
acts by the domestic or fu,ily violanea laws of the Ui1ited States or any State, Ind:f.an: · 
tribu . govor=ent, or \IQ.it 0£ local s,ove.~Dll'l~nt. 
6. You werti, on. Se:ptember 8, 2014, COl\'il'ictQd in the D:L11t:i-:l.c::t Court of tha P'ifth .'.lu.di·cial. 
District of the State ot J:daho, tu and for 'Ch& County of Jerome for the of:l!ensu of Domol!lt~c 
Battery Wit.h 'l'rciW11atia Injury, in itioliit:l.on of I<.i&bO l::'o'1e 18-918 (:lh 18-9031 
()H THE :ilA,SIS Oli' ~ FORBGOING, !'.I' IS CRARGlill) THAT YOU .i\.!HS SUDJ.liCT 'IO REMOVAL !'ROM 'L1rB Ul!l:IT2D 
STAT!:S P.t/RSOJUU TO 'TBB. l!'OLLOWtJ.qiy l>~O'\l'l'.$:t"()tf (~-l OF LAW: 
Section 237 (a) (2)· Ol:} l.i) of the I:mmigrati'on 1i1.nd Nationlllity ~ct, as amended, in that you ar.i, 
an alien who at any ti=e afU\'r: · ant:ry has been convic:tnd of a. crime of d~e:atie viole1:ace, a 
crime of ata.lkini, or~ crime 0£ child abus~. ehild nogloct, or ehild 11.bandonm~nt, 
'
Section -2l7 (a) (2) (A} (iii) of 'the Iiumigration and Naticin.sl1ty A!lt (Act), as &lilended, in that, 
at any tima after 11.dm!asion, you have b$on r,onvictad c,f an agg_ravsted felony ae'daf:lned-in 
section 101{&) (43) (1) of tb6 A<:t, a la. ,~ebt:ing to a crime: of violence. 
Drive, Stop A Heat Valley Ci~y,'t1'1'AH, 84ll96096 
j Signature "-··1·:mti""" 
.... _______ , __ __.a.......,aru...~-----------·--------..;;.armo= .... ·---
3 . 3 -iors 
-·---· .. ·-of ..... ..;...._.... Pa~ . · , 
F onn J-831 C'on1in111a!on f'1111,11 ( R!tV. O&'l'.I J/01J 
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I. P. Micl1ae1 Truman, hereby certify that. the fot:eguing d()Cu~enltt '· 
~re ori~in~l~ r.'>r copie..~ thereof fram the r1~ords o.f d,e D¢rmrtment.of Homeland Secuiity of' whicli 
the Secrctaz:y of Homeland Seour~t)' is t.he legal cu..~-.clian by v irluc of Section l 0'3, as amended:- of~~ 
rmn,igration and Natk>nality Act. 
,/P.~~o/~:.t~·~·"t- . ·-·--- -~--... ~
,,/ Depamn~nt of Homcliwd Security 
'Immigration and Custortis Enforcement 
P. Michael Truman 
Assistant Chief ComtseJ 
Salt Lake Cil)'t Utah 
A11thori1.erl Certi(ving Des:ignee of the Secretary of Homeland Security 
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--~----....._._,o ~ 792 "J. . a.... 4___ _ 11.'i- ·M~,;;.---· -···••·•-. -
l4l> lOt:ll Avv. R;ti.t ~,~romc,. lDAlrO. UHH 
•• , . .. d~~mr..· · ······- - - ····- --.. -·------ . . 1r ..... ,, .. Jln •. ,11.~ .. 
1J/~9/L9'L .l!~P. l ,t,Qf.l. r.,-,un~nr. !taaU.anc tnt·21 _L 
F·h•~:-s=i.?.17;.''ii;',;';:(°'~l,r,.d.r.'!,}W'Ut ~ ·p~.1•~,11;1t\env ----·-- ---.,....--- ........ --
o;;~~---~ 
09(15/19?8 
"'l;;iy;V.,.;.- ,,..,~,_, c·,-,,y "' .llill!.· 
H\s-'11Ufl.'J-111z •tuto , JALISCO, l'OUICO 
~jjf,;~·~.,r~N'~ ····--· ····:-; J~~,cu! S.curii, A<(clt"IC !"<~ 
Pagl?l 12 of 17' 
1/kijtT /)u,1....,., 
· .. s O t ,a.l,(l,'t,U: , 
,y;;'· ·--·· ·-·~--- -·-· 
i ·Otzl/lCI!, 1 l ; Oi 
S.>1;.111f any i~""·;~..1~""' , 
S= lls:r:i.c.Lvo 
~ fot lllt,ttllr ~ i1.s. 
:!li:,t Applic:&b-~ 
O.<o ""''°"'"' ---__ [~,;! l;Jtl>lll•~•>'lbl:f 
~:~~ ::-·:.uruiva -· ·····- --· ]!:~!-r--~.,.1-,;_i_v_e. ___ ..._...., ... _______ ~.,--.~---~-·-··--· 
"""'·~ at1dNtiLic.w"'llit}'"f.'j,po,j4,~Ll.n.1.N9N.TAff;~-------· --·- - ~ ,,._h:t~ K:tU~ ::111,y •~•~-
J,UDIOV'l!O TA'ITOO Al2>1, 'Lli·J'i' 11lEowV'8l llY~tfOn, S'l(ul.1,:, <:lowu 
i'A:rrOO t:I.C.11:, llONS'PBCilrt('. • 'l'e-z:- 11:~ol' 
:t:'.ATTOO nll1)·, 1.,11:n • l)ot.A 
'rl\1':1'0() CIJQ.9'l' " ttayelS.11 1 l1otit:~, ,:roc:tcy11, !l::lx:ey!l · 
'l'll.~'00 A'Rl4, ~Xlll!'t, lf(.)N!ll'ltClI:rle - i:!,:oais IJ<> ~a!l 
SCU <ID!tS'r • Jtulti-pla .!)<:sra 011 ch,,:1t 
•.rJl."lTOO Nl!<'.'( - Gec11ep.l..i>n on loa!t: 'l'.lil,~k 
~IIXX'OO l!A.C~ - Coo~a ' lill.d crops 
•• • (r:0itr:rnv11D 011 :r-ll:3l.l 
JI. :f:11.• 
·------------------------- -·--
~ -UNITl!D S:l'Al'ES . 
--· 
Eun:l"lint Offlc•r. 
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o. 
U.S. Dop11rtm.ent 4>f BomeJiu1d Sl'eurtty 
Subject Hoelth Statua 
!Tb• ~ubjo~t al.aims good he"Hh. 
Current Administrative Cha:rg&a 
10/21/2014 - 237a2Ei ~ DOMESTIC VIOX..BNCm 
10/21/lOH ~ 237alAiH - Aggnvat~d f''~]Q·ny 
Previous Criminal Si&tory 
C' . • ti p fi F 1 ... 213 .011tinu11 011 age or. 1or_1D -~··~ .• :,, ........... ~ ...... -_,. .. 
. h 
On 03/30/2014, the aubjsct wa& arrested for tho orima of "Domestic Violenc.<11 11 which reaulttid 
in 4 oonviet't:Lon. ~"' 'lub:1ect w1111 liar,tcnced to '1 yi;.a.r("l, Thin is a level 1 crime. 
Oa 07/19/lOo·,, tile subject w~s a.+r~,11ud for the cr:l.:me of "Traffic Offense'" vhioh reenilted in 
a conviction. The subject was sentenctid to ).75 day(a), This is a level 3 crime. 
on 05/26/2008, t:b$ aubjeict w1ic, .llrrccotod fo-.: th~ crirn~ of n'l':i:affic Offenu6° wh:l.ol1 ::taaiult•d in 
e QQnviatic:m. The subject wee sentQIJced to 90 day(~). This is & level 3 cri~e. 
On 01/2~/2006, ths al.lb:fe~t wu &r.t@!1t1:,d for tha orima of noriving undai- 1ntlu11ncai tiquor" 
which result~ in a conviction. Th$ ~ubjaot waa s~ntenced to 3 year(s), This io a level 2 
crime. 
on 11/19/200,&, the subj eat was arrested fo:r. the cr.1:me of "Driving Under Influence r..~.qnor" 
which resulted iD a convict~on. The BUbject was ~autenced to 180 day($), Thia is~ level 3 
cr:ime. 
On 03/20/.1004, th& s,\.bje(!t w-aa ar1:ia11ced for the or:!.ma of •'1'ni.ffic Offenae" which reeultad in 
a convicti()Jl.. ':t'ho a'U.bject; was ::ien.tem:::ed to N/A, This 16 e. level J crime. 
On 10/06/2003, the subjeot was arr&Et&d for the crime of ~Public Pe4ce• ~hicb resulted.in a 
conviction. The subject was senteuoed to 5 day(eJ, 1~ia ia a leva1 3 crime. 
On 02/12/1997, the subject was arrested for the crime ~f ~Traffic Offense• which reaulted in 








JP= Sign_a_tu_r_e _______ ._ed-=.~ .... r:-:....:. •:;:•::u:...:n:.:·::;RHIE!==..-~· __ ~_ .. _--_-_··._-_~-:~:..;:.-IT~~~-· ...... . .... .. ........ ~. 
,.;. ·~-·'·- ................... -... .. 
~ 2~-of~~5~ Pages 
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t!.S. HeJHU(.ment of Homt'lantl Security ( . j ti p f . 1- I -213 . .. o'ul: ntra on · age or •orm ______ ~---
-'!!!!!'.!!!!!-' WW--•!! 4M--!'!f'"!!Wo)- \ Mil-! 
~~~~~6sro-NAVA ·-------~i!~N~~~e;a~--~---, .. ~-- Dat~01211::~- . --·-· 
-------··"--····-·······.,···· ------···----.···-·--· ·L;~:nt No1 'l.'l"l lS:l 009.. O 0.51 ______ ..... -----------
·'Fa:ot1il.tg, Forast.:ry, ·and Fi8hing ()~c:upa. t: ;lons 
I 
lAt/Naar 
!---- -------. -----·-- -- -------------- -
Tlfin Falla, XderJ:10 
aucord of neportable/Exclu.d~bl1ir Aliun: 
ENCOUNTER DATJt; 
•I 
M:!.guel CO.SIO --Nav" .I.ill a T,agal Parma:.10ut. Rcaiodent (LPR} , c"ll.rrcintly on probation duib to a 
convlotitm ·fo-i; Ilomeisti('j Bti.tl:ory With 'fra•:.UDat::l'.o Injuey "l:i ~ tha :Oiia:rict l>r9hat".ion Office in 
Twin F11lls, ID. on ocr::obsr 21, 2014 , ~t .a.ppi:-oximately 08?() hours, Deportation Off.i.cer . 
11'1.etcll·er and Immigratioxi BnforoW11mt Asrent ~!!es srdved at l'..h·a District. S Prob6t.i¢n Off.ice ;l,n 
Twin Falls. At app:r.aximcttely 0904 hours, 00 VJ.sc:her. and IXA R-,~a !1'.ei,i:::l.f.i.et;l c»s;ro ,,hila he 
Wll:!t me.oting ~i th hi-a l?r00>1it:Lo11 r.>tfi.-.,i,r, JuJ.:l.111 'l'a.yl.oi:. IlO :Ei'iacher identified hi1ie1!il f a..s .a.n 
ilftlnigrCLtion officer, V(l:r:l.ficci. COSIO v<1.i; a l', PS., and VlA<t&d cosr.o in r'3st:r.aints. DO ll'ilicher 
var:!. e·:Led that COS1·0 bad no liledical · :1 ssues and per .Eonn•ild a pat dcwn· for contraband. DO 
1!'0i11cher checked the. re.ctra·int11 for t.iqhtaefle and doubl«i look.. DO Fi schu: o.nd I RA Rees 
d~iu:ad the Probation Of.fi~e with CC•SIO at 091.8 hourn ~rit..houi:.. incident. 
ENTRY AND TR.hVr.L DATA: 
COBIO vaes adrnit.t:.ed on Dece:ci.ber l9, l.912,. ;in Bl Pn.oo, 'l'eJr.a.e ae a Legal Per:manon.t Re.sid&lt! 
(I.PR) , 'FX-2. 
IMMIGIRATION S"J;A.TUS , 
r:osxo ~-ts currently a r,ega_l Pe~m.&nent: Reoidont {L~tt), :l!':lt-2. cos:ro mothu·. Maun,: ·l!fAVA DE. 
COSIO is La.wtul Perman•nt :Resident CA 043 791796). t'0-!3 X:O ht.her, Pedro COSIO- KU.I\OZ is a-
1Natu.rali:zcd USC (A043 191 78B} w;lt:h a n"-.t:ur.-l-i"iua,f;._ion _cult& _of l ·J,/0/l.!>9~. At the 1:.ime or t h e 
naturalizat~on elate cosxo wa~ 21 yaera, l ~onth. a.nd . 1? d~ya old. cosro does not ~qrive 
·c1t.1zen.ship f:t"om ld,s f'ath•r 1:d .. n.ce h.~ wa.i over that. s.9-a of 19. 
CL.Al:MS di>t:aholf.lA show no pendin!ij' c,:r ~•Pf'TOVSd 11.pIJlicatioMI heforti users for: Jlat.ural il':<1.tioD for 
COSIO. 
~Ildl:µAt. tllSTORY: 8'BI: - · 
On S"1ptexnber 8, 20lA,, COSIO was o:onvict.t1d i n the PbtcJi.ct Cot1rt of the Vifth: JUdJoi<l-1 
Distri<:ft of the St:at~ of. :Ida.ho, in ~nd fot: the c'ounty <)£ Jerome· felt· Domeati,c: B.!tt,ery w.q:.h 
l'raumati.c .'1;11jucy ;l.n v.i!:lbtion of Idaho Cade 18-918 (:I}, 18-.903. For that off~nife ho& wae . 
l!entenced to prison for 3 years f!i.:iuid and 1 yea:i;i. i t1de t:.v rmiru1.te. · 
NCIC wa11 n~gative. 'for -wants/wer:ra.nte . 
!)'l).S'(~. FO'fl l'MMl'.(mJ\TION 
i 
~~:~~- am5ndable 
j ... :g1nture 
-·-··-··-- -----~-
undi:tr. Ser.tion :237 (a) (2} (El (i.) 
----'--·[Thl;i· .. --~--· ·. .. -'!>--':>'----' ----· ---· 
.Poriu I-SJ l Cc,uthlll21iM Pisa (~t1\'. 0&:01/07) 
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Alien's Name- File 'Numbe1· 
043 792 184 
J:>fti.O"-··-·"-· 
MIGUKL COSIO-NAVA 10/ll/2014 
J:vent Wo: ~Fl151000005 _,,._ ......... ~ .. -.. -· .. ·----... ·---.. , --·--· 
and Nationality JI.Ct:t as U4 .. n.c:led, in· 1:b.at you ax:a an aliitn who at any t:Lma afi:ar entry baa 
been ccnvic:tea of II i;::i:-ime of dom11•t:le violeuco, a cri-a1e ot stalking,. or a crime of cliild 
abuae, child uegloot, or child aban4~•nt. 
COStO is amea.dabl• to rCT110val proce•dings undo~ Section 237(a) {2l (A) (iii) of the Immigrabion 
and }fat:lonali.ty Aot (Aot), as ·amencled, in tli.at, a.t any time ttfta,: a~'bd.1u1ion. ya,a bav-, baa1) 
convic:tecl of an e9g,:avated felony as dot~ed iu ee-ction 101 (a) U3} (P' ) o! tbe Aot, a 1-aw 
r-•latin9 t.o a crime of v-iolenca.. 
:OIS·P09:rTI0B: 
COSIO wa1 adv:l.sad of. bis dghta incl1.1ding h:ia irig1'1.t u1:Ui11i1'19' for111 1~e26. Be nqueatecl a 
hearing before an :tmiaigrat1on judge. Be was is1ued a ~otice to App~ar (form l-862), a 
. wap·ant o~ Ar.ra11c. (t.01111 I-200), a Not.ice e>f CWlt.ody Conditiow, .. {foni l-280 1 aud a ,li.•t 9f 
leg-1 eez-v:l.cas on 10/21/2014. · 
~OSIO ol•:l.aa ru;, Uniced sc~te• military service. 
cos·:to olai11\8 to have , use childre~, AU,.11a 15 YoA., o7ocelyn 12 'lfOA, Na}"elie &TOA~ and Miguel 
5 YOA. Alissa. Jo~elyn ~d Nayolie r.eslde with their nothe~. · 
~'Oa~o ha.a ~oint cuatody for M'igu.sl with Guadalu.pe COIUf!JO•CaNo.cho. COSIO st&t$d that he wa~ 
111'-'PPCl••d to p1ak 1-p Miguel tociay at. sobool. Jl.t approximately 1021 hour.a, J)() ll'bc'J\ar ' 
c;iont.•ot.a CC$k&TO at (208) ~3·12-5425 ana advised her that COSIO wae talceu :lnto l'.CB cuat~dy. 
CORKIJO admitted that; abe .is· t.be biological mothar ai,cl csaretaker or Miguel and that ehe 
would pielc:ing up Mi.gue1 at school today :la l!eu of con:ro ~b&ei1ce. · 
COS.IO ~a informed of b:f.e r-.igbt t.o- talk witb. the MUi1,at1 ~onaulat:'e. 
COSIO 9le.i111a tbe.t ne he.a no fear of retur.n:lftg. to 1!1exi1,o. 
COSIO aleo rer.eivad a copy of tho On-L:l!La Pet~inee Locator Syatelll Pri.,,..c,y Hotiea. 
cos:r.o o1a.1.IIUI ~od h••lt'b., et.at.a that h• (!urr.e'l'ltly t:aJcu no medication• and baa, :not be8il\; . 
boi,pJ.tiU.zed ·in the last: 6 monthe. 
DACAi 
coszo do•• not·DMtet th~ J:lA~A eligibiliey requirement•' due to the fact ~the ha$ ~een 
C01lvicted for Doa.stic Violence. · 
.1.Cama t.o the tl'n:Lted Sl:atea under tho aga of 16. Yes 
2.was nndei: t;he ag& of 31 as of ~m,a 15, 2012. no 
3.Bas aontinuoualy ua-i.ded in t.'b.e United Stat•111 e.it of JUfte 15, 2007 to present. Yes 
,.-t;j!lls:ed w/a inep•otion l;,ofor• JUl\e Ui, .201.2, or bad lawful :l111111i9L'e't.ion s.e.tus which 
·expi~a4 as of J'lnie 1!, 2012. Yas 
5 .Has graduaud from high aohc:i~l or baa attended ac.boc>l !11 us. No 
6-.Baa no~ baen <ionvic:Ud ot a. hlcmy or llignlfiaant: a:Laderneanor.. No 
7.Does not poae a threat to Jublic S~fcty. ~o 
I ···-···--~ ~l<ltl>r~---·. ·-o~ -7P-;:;, -, I Titlo -·---·----:----· 
I . C .. 4 J PIBGJll!l -··---------· DO 
.fr I.' s p ---at____ ag,ea 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP THE FIF'fH ~ffTDICIAL ors'Pif c. o~1tHE 
STATE OF IDAHO.JlN Al'i'U FOR THI£ COUNTY OF Jl:ROMl: 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MIGUEL CO~TO-NAV A, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 2014-1043 
WITNESS LIST 
COMES NOW the Dcfondant, by a:nd 1hrough his attorney of record, Kent D.-.Jc1;1sen, and 
hereby submits the following list of potential witnesses in the abovc-entit!cd matter; 
:M.iguel Cosio-Nava, Defendant 
Appearance by Pfffe• Nwnbcr: Ol 1521331.4250512 
Dated this ~fay of April, 2015. 
~Jil,11,CA T1Ji! OF SER_VTCE · 
1 hereby certify that on this ,5cJ · '~ay of Ap1il, ~015, I served the foregoing 1Witncs!l List 
upotl the attorney for the State of Idaho by facsimile, ad<lr,~ssi:d a~ follow)): 
Jerome County Prosecutor 
208-644-2639 
WITNESS LlST -1 
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From 
Kent D. Jensen #4124 
101 W l811' St 
P.O. Box276 
. Burley, Idaho 83318 
· J'eleplione:(208) -&78-3366 
Facshnile:(208) 515-3464. 
kentj7@gmail.com 
Thu 30 Aftr 2:015 03: 54: 16 PM CDT Page 2 of 17 
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, ~ -i heUe-6mersr,11· 
IN THE D1ST1UC'l' COUR11' OF THE FIFfH.,,UllICIAT. DISTRICT qfr-'flif;i' , ·- - , 
STATE OF IDAHO J!N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF .TEROME ( r . 





Cac;e No. CV 2014-1043 
BRJF,Ji' RF.GARDING DEFILND~N'T'S 
PF.TITBON .l<'OR POST.CONVICTION 
RELIEF 
COMES NOW the Defendant,. Miguel Cosi.o-Nav.;_i., and submits the fo11owing Drief 
regarding Defendant's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. MI. Cosio alleges that he was given 
incffe'ctive assistance of counsel with -i-egard to advice conc,~rning the immigration consequcnc.cs off 
his plea Mr. Cosio provides the following inf~nnation to,a.ssist the court in rend~ring a di!cision in 
this matter. 
On July 14, 2014. ~. Cosio appeared before the c.:ourl in order to change his plea pursuant 
to a plea bargain ai:.ranged thrmigh ooun.,;el between himself and the prosecl.lting: anon1ex for Jerome 
County. The lenns of the plea agreement s1:!t out that Mr. C~1>io wa,;; to plead guilty. to felony 
domestic battery with a recommendation of an underlying sentence o[ seven years with three years 
fixed and a fine 'of $2SOO. In addition Mr. Cosio ,,.·ould be r-equircd to be in.treatment and attend AA 
mt!t:Ling::; along wilh 30 uays u!"Coua1y Jail. Ultimately, the plea bargain anticipated probation for 
Mr. Cosio.1 
. 1 Transcript aL 3. 
BlU~Jl REGA1UlfNG l>El(ICNOANT'S PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF-l 
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Duri.ng the plea oolloquy, the c.ourt inquired of Mr. Cosio• s attorney as to any potential 
immigration consequences for Mr. Cosio's case. Mr. Cosfo's attorney responded that . 
"Not at lhe pn."8enl time, your honor, no. And we dis.cussed thnt-we discussed that he is in 
the process.of seeking to become a legaJ cifu.en and he understands th.at this can conflict 
with that.''2 
The court continued and inquired of Mr. C:>sio ifhc understood thnt he could he deported. Mr. 
Cosio stated that he understood that he coul<l be. However, the court also inquired of Mr. Cosio 
whether he understood that he could be denied citizenship. :i Mr. Cosio after answering the court's · 
questions entered a plea of guilty to felony domeslic ba.t.te:ry. 
. At all times pertinent in this case, Mr. Cosio had legal status in this country as a Lawful 
Permanent Resident (hereinafter LPR).4 A LPR has legal status in the United Slates, wnich allows 
the individual to rcsid~ in this country ~ work, pay stale, local, and federal tax:es, and to be subject 
to all other things such as conscription and other obligations to the United States government. 
However these individuals are not citi:r.e:ns of the United States. A LPR can become a citizen of the 
United States, if airer residing in the United States for tiv,~ years or longer~ after becoming a lf!,wful 
permanent r~sidcnt, and being a person of good moral charncter. s An individual becomes a 
naturalized citizen by filing an application with USCIS aJJd passing a civics examination.6 
A lawful permanent residence can hose their !:>iatus, and be removed from the United States. 7 
Under some circumstances a LPR can apply for cancellation of removal if he or she qualifies, ai:id if 
an immigration judge can be convinced of the equities of the LPll, then ren1oval is cancelled and 
2 Id. at 8. 
5 Td. at. 8-9. 
4 Seo Notice to Appear 
5 8 U.S.C. § 1127, if the LPR is nwrled to a US clti,011, then lhey nec:d only wail for lhroo years befon:, beco1ning 
eligible to file a.n application for US citizenship. 
1, 8 U.S.C. § 1423 
7 8 U.S.C. § 1227 
BIUEF REGARDING DEFENDANT'S PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION R.ELIEF -2 . 
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the individual is allowed to remain in the U.S.8 For a LPR to be eligible lO file an application for 
cancellation of .removal the individual must ha.ye been ~··h~·Nf ully admitted for ~~~ residence 
for not less than five years". huve re:,ided hi the United Stittes continuously for at least seven years 
afler having been admitted for any purpose, and .finally "has not been conviCled of any aggravated 
felony." lfthc individual has been convic..-ted of an aggravated felony, then the application is 
summarily dismissed without hearing., a.<1 the applicant is statutorily ~rohibited from petitioning for 
cancdlalicm of removal. 9 
. . 
An "aggravated felony" rs· defmed in 8 USC § 1101 (a) (43). For the purposes· of Mrl 
Cosio's case 1he applicable definition is found in (F) ofth:is subparagraph. It states that an 
aggravated felony is "a crime ofviolcllOO (a., de.fined in section 16 of title. IS, United States Code, 
but not including a purely political offense) which the term ofimprisonment at least one ycar."10 
The two triggering factors f9r this definition. are one, COTI'.\'icrion for a crime of violence, and two. 
the imposition of a jail sentence of at least one: year. Even though a prison sente,nce ma.y be 
suspended and an individual placed on probation. the sus,pended prison time is sufficient to satisfy 
this definition and trigger ~gratio11 consequences for su,;;h a con~ction.11 
In Mr. Cosjo's case, lhe plea bargain contemplated that therc·would be a suspended prison 
sentence of at least seven years. In Mr. Cosio~ s situation, of pleading to such a crime like dome~1ic 
violence, the imposition of a prison sentence although i,-uspe.nded would automatically ~elude: Mr. 
Cosio from filing an application for cancellation of remQ'\lal, and with(lut doubt to subject him to 
removal from the United States. When the court inquired of Mr. Cosio's counsel with regard to any 
' potential immigration consequences, the only thing mentioned by counsel was a rofcrencc to Mr. 
Cosio losing the opportunity to apply for US citizenship.,_Altbough this statement is tec.hnically 
. ' 
8 8 U.S.C~ § 1229b . . 
' 8 u.s.c. § 1229b (a) . 
10 The foomote to this code section slates thlll wording was left out of tills 11cctlon which should st.are " ••. Is at leuL .. ". 
11 See U.S. v. Banda-Zamora. 178 F.3d 72S (S1" Cir. l 999). . . 
BRIEF .REGARDING DEFENDANT'S PETITION FOR POST-:-CONVICTION RELIEF .3 
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correc~ a.~ a conviction for this· type of felony would make Mr: Cohio ineligible for applying for 
citizenship because he .would be unable to satisfy the good moral char.icter requirement fi.lr that 
statute, the statement acknowledges ignorance with regard to Mr. Cosio's true predicament 
Although the court inquired ofM.r. Cosio with regard to potential deportation. the court also made 
reference to the citizenship question. Given the statement l)fMr. Cosio's counsel as well is the 
court, it would appear that .1.v.Ir. .Cosio was not adequately a.dviscd of the im.migr.-cltion consequences 
on his plea . 
. . Pursuant to Padilla V. Kentucky, the applicable standard in a case such as this is clear: 
When the law is not succinct and straightfl)tward, a criminal defense attorney need do no 
more than advise a noncitizen client that pending criminal charges may carry a rh;k of 
ad,•ers~ immigration consequences. But whi:,n the deportation consequence is truly clear, as 
it was in this case, the duty 10 give l!Orrcct advice fa ,;:qually clear. 12 
M1·. Cosio's couusel. when a~ked of the court!'egarding immigmtion consequences. stated 
that "not at lbe present lime". Jn addressing the issue farth~, counsel stated that the issue discussed 
with Mr. Cosio involved possible den.fol ofany application for citi.zensbip. In this ca,;e, Mr. Cosio's 
plea lo lhc crime as charged and the proposed ~-ntenc~ guaranteed him loss of his permanent 
resident status in the United Stales and subsequent remov~,I. He would stand convicted of an 
"aggravated. felony'', he would he incl igible for any type of relief W1dcr immigration law and he 
would be removed from the United States. This would not be n matter of debate or discretion. and · 
the consequence would be inevitable. Denial of an application for citizenship would ll.avc been the 
least of Mr. Cosio's worries. 
12 
Padilla V. Kentucky, 559 U.S. 356, 369. 130 S.Ct. 1473, 1483 (2010) 
BR1El4" REGARDING DEFENDANT'S PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF -4 
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CONCI ,US JON 
Tt is n,:o,.'}lectfully ~uhmitted that the Petitioner did not receive adequate assistance of COUJ?sel 
in this case, and that his plea is .. -onstitulionally infirm, and that relief should be granted in this 
matter. . 'yJL_ 
Dated this ~y of April. 2015. 
,• 
. . 
. CER;WCATE OF SERVICE . 
I hereby certify that on this r day of April, 2015, I served the foregoing Brief 
regarding Defendant's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief upon the attorney for.the State of 
Idaho by facsimile, addressed as follows: 
Jerome Couuty Prosecutor 
208-644-2639 
BRIEF REGARDING DEFEND A. NT'S PE1l'1TI0N .FOR POST ~CONVICTION RELIEF -5 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME 
Civil Minute Entry 
Miguel Cosio-Nava vs State of Idaho 
CV -2014-1043 
DATE: 5-16-15@ 9:00 a.m. 
Honorable John K Butler, District Judge presiding 
Denise Schloder, Court Reporter 
Shelly Creek, Minute Clerk 
Jesus Mendez, Spanish Interpreter 
Courtroom: District Court #2 
MATTER BEFORE THE COURT: 
9:01 This being the time and place set for: Evidentiary hearing on Petition for 
Post-Conviction Relief, court convenes. 
Parties identified for the record. 
Pl.aintiff: Kent Jensen is present in person 
Defendant: Mike Seib is present on behalf of the State 
Mr. Cosio-Nava will be appearing by telephone 
10:02 Court inquires of any dispute that charge he entered plea to was subject to 
mandatory removal proceedings? 
State: Don't think there is a dispute to that. 
Court inquires regarding coliqui 
State: Dispute it was inadequate. 
Mr. Jensen: Feel coliqui was inadequate 
State addresses the court. 
Court attempts initiating the phone call to Mr. Cosio-Nava 
Court: Our phones will not let us dial internationally 
Mr. Jensen: I will call him. 
Let' take a briefrecess for Mr. Jensen to contact his client. 
9:23 Mr. Cosio-Nava has just called in. 
District Court Minute Entry 1 
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9:24 Court recalls case. 
Mr. Cosio-Nava is present via telephone. 
9:25 Kent Jensen calls first witness, duly sworn 
Mr. Cosio: Am currently residing in State of Jalisco, County of Mexico. I was 
convicted of crime of domestic violence. I had an attorney who represented me in 
that matter, Mr. Steve McRae. I was not a citizen of the U.S. Attorney did not explain 
that I would lose my permanent lawful status. He never mentioned any of that. I 
went over documents containing immigration consequences of pleading guilty to 
that charge. 
9:29 Mr. Seib inquires 
9:29 Mr. Cosio-Nava: Mr. McRae never mentioned anything about deportation 
immigration. 
Mr. Seib Inquires of Mr. Cosio-Nava if he remembers the court tel1ing him the 
possibility of deportation. 
9:30 Mr. Cosio-Nava: I do remember court asked me something it was just so fast. 
I heard the judge tell me to ask questions if I had them. I did not ask my attorney 
any other questions. 
9:31 Mr. Jensen: I have no further witnesses. I do have exhibit I would Like to 
present. 
State: They were dated after relevance 
Immigration documents will be marked as Petitioners Exhibit 101 and will be 
admitted 
State calls Mr. McRae, duly sworn 
Mr. McRae; I am an attorney. Mr. Cosio-Nava was my client and I represented him. 
Case is over. He eventually accepted plea negotiations to Ag Battery, Kidnapping 
charge was dismissed. State recommend Probation with work release. 30 days jail. 
This court followed recommendations at sentencing. Had concerns of nature of 
charge in regard to client's legal status in the U.S. Let me state - I do not hold myself 
out as an immigration attorney. I do know certain crimes of violence can result in 
someone being deported. I was fairly aware - knew both the kidnapping and Ag 
Battery charge could result in his deportation. Did have discussions with clients. Let 
me back up if I may. When Mr. Cosio Nava early on in the case we received an early 
open recommendation from the State. When we more focused on how to better 
plea deal. Developed plan that he would enter into alcohol treatment, contacted 
Anna Stowe. He went to Spanish speaking evaluator. We were not talking 
District Court Minute Entry 2 
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immigration status at that point. He was doing well. We put packet together and 
sent letter to Paul Kroeger and John Horgan and asked for different 
recommendations. They then submitted a recommendation that we accepted which 
was Probation with work release. At that time client and I met in office and met 
through the guilty plea advisory rights. No interpreter at that time. We discusses 
work release. I told him he would lose his right to be in the U.S. and if immigration 
found him he would be deported. I know we talked about that. I did indicate to him 
it was my position if immigration found him he would likely be deported. We met in 
my office numerous times. We went through discovery, photographs. They were 
pretty damming. We reviewed the audio - also was not good evidence. We talked 
about events and night before. He had interaction with alleged victim. Talked 
through self- defense. Met numerous times up until sentencing. AN interpreter was 
never present. Since that time I have changed my practice - I have clients who speak 
both English and Spanish. I would get the sense he understood. But my new practice 
is there is a guilty plea advisory form from Twin in Spanish. I use that and go 
through that with clients. We had numerous discussing and thought he was 
following well. I believed he understood. I can only recall one conversation 
regarding immigration. Brought up Mr. Pittard's name early on. Point of mentioning 
him is for the immigration status. We must have had a conversation early on. I asked 
him if he was a legal citizen. He said he was a citizen of Mexico and was here for a 
permanent resident card. I recall and I have done a couple of clients - I remember 
stating that I had someone I used to share an office with Mr. Pittard, more 
knowledgeable with immigration. Offered to hire him. Or call him and run 
throughout the case. All this was a brief portion of large meeting. We did not 
exercise those options. 
9:49 Cross examination by Mr. Jensen 
9:49 Mr. McRae: Don't believe I did call Mr. Pittard on this case. 
9:51 Mr. McRae reviews transcript from sentencing. Reads through document. 
Mr. Jensen inquires 
Mr. McRae responds. 
Objection by State. 
Court overrules 
9:53 Mr. McRae: Understood Charge it to be a crime of violence. 
9:54 State inquires 
9:54 Mr. McRae: When I said at present time - my answer to the court was not full. 
It is on conflict because what I stated at that time was not entirely correct. When 
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court asked me if I had any immigration issues I was thinking not at that time. 1 
should have answered it different. Not incorrect just not explained statement. A bit 
of both. 
9:57 Mr. Jensen inquires of Mr. McRae 
9:57 Mr. McRae: Time of conviction occurred in July, 2014. 
Witness excused. 
Court: Do we want Change of Plea Hearing Transcript admitted as Petitioner's 
Exhibit 102? 
Mr. Jensen: Yes 
Court: Petitioners Exhibit 102 is admitted 
Court inquires if counsel would like to submit closing arguments on the record or in 
writing 
State: Would like to submit closing arguments now 
9:59 Mr. Jensen presents closing argument 
10:06 State presents closing argument 
10:12 Mr. Jensen presents further closing argument 
10:18 Court will take matter under advisement. 
Court indicates to Mr. Cosio-Nava that he is ending the call. 
Court in Recess. 
End MiIJUte J;~t?/J v 
Attest: ..,..,,:)=---=li_/ -=-c.... ~ _ ......__.. _  
Shelly Creek, 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FJFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE ST A TE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME 
MIGUEL COSIO-NA VA 
Petitioner 
vs. 











- -------------- ) 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
On May 6, 2015 the Evidentiary Hearing fo r Miguel Cosio-Nava ' s Petition for post-
conviction relief came on regularly for heari ng. The Petitioner Miguel Cosio-Nava, was present 
ia telephone and represented by counsel, Kent Jensen. The State was represented by Michael 
eib, Jerome County Deputy Prosecutor. Having considered the briefs of the parties, the 
testimony and exhi bits ', matters o f which the court took judicial notice and the arguments of 
coun e l· the Court took the matter under advisement for a written decision. 
l. 
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROU ND 
1 The witnesses consisted o f M iguel Cosio-Nava and Steven McRae. The Exhibits offered consist o f the 
documentation concerni ng the pet itioner' s removal proceeding, Exhibit IO I; and the transcript of the change of plea, 
Exh ibit 102. 
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On July 14, 2014 Miguel Cosio-Nava entered a plea of guilty to the felony charge of 
Domestic Battery with Traumatic Injury, I.C. § 18-903, 18-918(2) pursuant to the plea agreement 
wherein the State would at the time of sentencing recommend a sentence of 7 years unified with 
3 years fixed and 4 years indeterminate. 2 The State would also recommend Probation if the 
defendant was current in his treatment and AA attendance; 30 days of county jail with work 
release as a term and condition of probation; a no contact order with the victim; and the 
remaining counts would be dismissed at sentencing. (Change of Plea Transcript (Tr.), pg. 1 1-12). 
During the change of plea proceeding the following colloquy occurred between the court, 
counsel and the defendant (Tr. pg.8, L. 13 to pg. 9, L. 9)3: 
THE COURT: Do you also understand, depending on your legal status in this country, 
that a plea of guilty could result in your deportation? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, I understand. 
THE COURT: Mr. McRae, do we have any immigration issues? 
MR. MCRAE: Not at the present time, Your Honor, no. And we've discussed that-
We've discussed that he is in the process of seeking to become a legal citizen and he 
understands that this can conflict with that. 
THE COURT: Do you understand, sir, that there is a likelihood that you could be 
deported? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, I understand. 
THE COURT: Do you understand that there is a likelihood that you could be denied 
citizenship? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes. 
THE COURT: Do you understand that if you are deported, there is a likelihood that you 
could never return? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, I understand. 
2 State v. Miguel Cosio-Nava, CR-2014-1450 
3 The defendant had the aide and benefit of an interpreter throughout the change of plea. 
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The Court further advised the defendant that if he did not understand anything he could 
ask the Court to further explain and that he could stop and speak with his attorney at any time. 
(Tr. pg. 4, L.23 to pg. 5, L. 9). Also at the end of the plea colloquy the Court asked the defendant 
if he had any question for the Court or his attorney. (Tr. pg. 17, L. 11-19). The defendant never 
asked the Court or his counsel for further clarification regarding the interrelation between his 
plea and his immigration status during the colloquy. Ultimately, the Court found that the 
defendant entered a knowing, voluntary and intelligent plea of guilty to the felony charge of 
Domestic Battery. 4 
On September 8, 2014 the Court held a sentencing hearing and entered its Judgment of 
Conviction wherein the Court imposed a sentence of 7 years unified with 3 years fixed and the 
Court suspended the sentence and placed the defendant on probation for 5 years. On October 21, 
2014 the U.S. Department of Homeland Security initiated removal proceedings as to the 
defendant, Miguel Cosio-Nava. (Exhibit 101 ). 5 The defendant did not file an appeal of his 
conviction nor did he file a motion to withdraw his guilty plea within 42 days of entry of the 
Judgment of Conviction. 
On November 20, 2014 Miguel Cosio-Nava (Petitioner) retained counsel and filed his 
Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. The Petitioner alleges as grounds for relief as follows: 
1. The Petitioner was not adequately advised of immigration consequences on his 
plea and on October 21, 2014 the Petitioner was taken into custody by 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement. 
2. That the Petitioner received ineffective assistance of counsel during the defense 
of the case, in that he was not adequately advised of all of the consequences that 
could befall him because of his plea pursuant to Padilla v. Kentucky, 130 S. Ct. 
14 73 (2010). 
4 The State agreed to dismiss the felony charge of 2nd Degree Kidnapping and the misdemeanor charges of Resisting 
and Obstructing Officers and Intentional Destruction of Telecommunication Line/Instrument. 
5 Pursuant to those proceedings the defendant was removed and is presently in Mexico. 
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On March 19, 2015 the State filed its Answer to the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 
and the Court set the petition for an evidentiary hearing on May 6, 2015. The hearing proceeded 
as scheduled and the Court has considered the testimony of the Petitioner, Miguel Cosio-Nava 
and his prior counsel, Steven McRae. The testimony of the witnesses is summarized as follows: 
Miguel Cosio-Nava: In his direct testimony he testified that he currently resides in the 
country of Mexico. He admits that he was convicted of the crime of felony domestic violence. 
He admitted he was represented by counsel, Steven McRae. At the time he pied guilty to the 
crime he was a Legal Permanent Resident (LPR) of the United States. He admits he was not a 
citizen of the United States. When asked if he was ever advised by his attorney that he would 
lose his LPR status when he pied guilty, he responded, "No. He never mentioned any of that." 
He also denied reviewing any documents that contained questions regarding the immigration 
consequences of pleading guilty to domestic violence. 
On cross-examination he testified that his attorney never mentioned anything about 
immigration, deportation or his citizenship. He was asked if he recalled the court asking him 
questions about the likelihood that he would be deported and the Petitioner testified that "I do 
remember that he asked me something, but it was just so fast." He also admitted that the court 
advised him to let the court know if he had any questions and that he could talk to his attorney 
and that he never asked the court to speak with his attorney during the change of plea. 
Steven McRae: Mr. McRae is self-employed as an attorney; Miguel Cosio-Nava retained 
him to represent him through the underlying criminal case, Jerome County CR-2014-1450. His 
representation of the defendant resulted in a plea deal wherein Mr. Cosio-Nava entered a plea to 
felony domestic battery and the remaining charges, including a Kidnapping charge, was 
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dismissed.6 In exchange the State recommended probation with 30 days of county jail with work 
release. 
He testified that he had concerns regarding the charges relative to his client's legal status 
in the United States. He knew that his client held LPR status. He admits that he is not an 
immigration specialist but that he did know that certain crimes of violence can result in 
deportation. He admits today that his understanding of immigration consequences are better than 
they were at the time of his representation of Mr. Cosio-Nava, but he knew that the charges 
facing his client were likely to result in his deportation. 
Procedurally, the State's first offer to his client was for open recommendations, which 
Mr. McRae assumed meant that if Mr. Cosio-Nava accepted such an offer the State would seek 
prison time. Initially he and his client were not focused on the immigration consequences of such 
an offer, but were focused on getting a better plea deal. To such end they developed a treatment 
plan to address Mr. Cosio-Nava's alcohol use. His client engaged in an alcohol treatment 
program and AA and appeared to be doing well in his programing. As a result of his clients 
progress in treatment he sent a letter to the prosecutor seeking alternative plea recommendations. 
Ultimately, the defense received a probation recommendation from the prosecutor. 
Mr. McRae then met with his client to go over the offer and he also went through his 
client's guilty plea advisory rights. He admitted that in his conversations with Mr. Cosio-Nava 
that he did not utilize the services of an interpreter, although he was of the opinion that his client 
was able to understand the conversation. However there were occasions where he needed to 
repeat himself when it was apparent that his client did not understand. During these 
conversations Mr. McRae testified that he told his client his " .... understanding was that because 
"Mr. McRae mistakenly testified that his client would plead to aggravated battery, which was later corrected in his 
testimony. 
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this was a crime of violence that he would lose his right to be in the United States and so in the 
event that immigration ever found him that he would be deported." He also discussed that by 
serving any county jail time that it was possible that he might be discovered by immigration 
officials. He also advised his client that he could consult with another attorney about his 
immigration consequences; his client declined to do so. 
On cross-examination, he admitted that he did not consult with any attorney that 
specialized in immigration cases. He was asked about his comment to the Court that there were 
no immigration issues at the time of entry of the plea. He admits that his statement to the court 
(Tr. pg. 8, L.17-23) is in conflict with his current testimony. He admits that he did not bring to 
the court's attention that his client had LPR status. 
On re-direct he explained that when he said there were no immigration issues, he meant 
that the immigration authorities were not yet aware of the pending charges. He admits that his 
response to the Court was not entirely correct. 
On re-cross he admitted that in reality the immigration consequences result upon entry of 
a guilty plea or a verdict of guilty. 
After the close of the evidence portion of the evidentiary hearing counsel made their 
closing arguments to the court. 7 Petitioner argues that counsel was ineffective in advising him of 
the immigration consequences of pleading guilty to the felony charge of domestic battery 
because such a crime is an "aggravated felony" for immigration purposes which results in 
Petitioner's loss of LPR status, his mandatory deportation, and further precludes him from 
seeking cancellation of his removal. As such Petitioner contends his plea of guilty is 
constitutionally infirm. The State argues that the record is insufficient to conclude that counsel's 
7 The petitioner's counsel filed a brief with the Court prior to the hearing. No Brief was filed by the State. 
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representation of his client was deficient and even if the Court finds deficiency on the part of 
counsel, the Petitioner failed to satisfy the prejudice prong of the Strickland standard. 8 
II. 
POST-CONVICTION RELIEF STANDARD 
An application for post-conviction relief initiates a civil, rather than criminal, proceeding, 
governed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. State v. Yakovac, 145 Idaho 437,443, 180 P.3d 
476, 482 (2008); see also Pizzuto v. State, 146 Idaho 720, 724, 202 P.3d 642, 646 (2008). Like 
the plaintiff in a civil action, the applicant must prove by a preponderance of evidence the 
allegations upon which the request for post-conviction relief is based. I.C. § 19-4907; Stuart v. 
State, 118 Idaho 865,869,801 P.2d 1216, 1220 (1990); Goodwin v. State, 138 Idaho 269,271, 
61 P.3d 626, 628 (Ct. App. 2002). "An application for post-conviction relief differs from a 
complaint in an ordinary civil action .... " Dunlap v. State, 141 Idaho 50, 56, 106 P.3d 376, 382 
(2004) (quoting Goodwin, 138 Idaho at 271, 61 P.3d at 628)). The application must contain 
much more than "a short and plain statement of the claim" that would suffice for a complaint 
under I.R.C.P. 8(a)(l). State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548,560, 199 P.3d 123, 135 (2008); Goodwin, 
138 Idaho at 271, 61 P .3d at 628. The application must be verified with respect to facts within 
the personal knowledge of the applicant, and affidavits, records or other evidence supporting its 
allegations must be attached, or the application must state why such supporting evidence is not 
included with the application. I.C. § 19-4903. In other words, the application must present or be 
accompanied by admissible evidence supporting its allegations, or the application will be subject 
to dismissal. 
8 Stricklandv. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 687-688 (1984) 
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A claim of ineffective assistance of counsel may properly be brought under the post-
conviction procedure act. Murray v. State, 121 Idaho 918, 924-925, 828 P.2d 1323, 1329-1330 
(Ct. App. 1992). To prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel claim, the defendant must 
show that the attorney's performance was deficient, and that the defendant was prejudiced by the 
deficiency. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 687-88 (1984); Hassett v. State, 127 Idaho 
313, 316, 900 P .2d 221, 224 (Ct. App. 1995). To establish a deficiency, the applicant has the 
burden of showing that the attorney's representation fell below an objective standard of 
reasonableness. Aragon v. State, 114 Idaho 758, 760, 760 P.2d 1174, 1176 (1988). In an 
immigration case an attorney's duty is governed by the clarity of the deportation consequences. 
"When the law is not succinct and straightforward ... a criminal defense attorney need do no more 
than advise a noncitizen client that pending criminal charges may carry a risk of adverse 
immigration consequences. But when the deportation consequence is truly clear ... the duty to give 
correct advice is equally clear." Padilla v. Kentucky, 130 S.Ct. 1473, 1483 (2010). 
To establish prejudice, the applicant must show a reasonable probability that, but for the 
attorney's deficient performance, the result of the proceeding would have been different. 
Strickland, 466 U.S. at 694. The Strickland two part standard applies to ineffective assistance 
claims arising out of the plea process. Hill v. Lockhart, 474 U.S. 52 (1985). To show prejudice, 
a defendant must demonstrate a reasonable probability that "but for counsel's errors, [defendant] 
would not have pleaded guilty and would have insisted on going to trial." Id., McKeeth v. State, 
140 Idaho 84 7 (2004 ). Stated slightly differently the Petitioner must show that counsel's 
deficient performance "affected the outcome of the plea process." Hill, 474 U.S. at 59. 
"Moreover, to obtain relief on this type of claim, a Petitioner must convince the court that a 
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decision to reject the plea bargain would have been rational under the circumstances." Padilla 
130 S.Ct. at 1485. 
III. 
ANALYSIS 
The Petitioner, while represented by retained counsel, entered a plea of guilty to the 
felony charge of Domestic Battery; felony Domestic Battery is an "aggravated felony" as a 
matter of law subjecting a non-citizen with LPR status to mandatory removal/deportation. In 
relevant part 8 U.S.C.A. § 1227 reads: 
(2)(A) General Crimes 
(iii) Any alien who is convicted of an aggravated felony at any time after admission is 
deportable. 
(emphasis added) 
(2)(E) Crimes of domestic violence, stalking, or violation of protection order, crimes 
against children [] 
(i) Domestic violence, stalking, and child abuse 
Any alien who at any time after admission is convicted of a crime of domestic 
violence, ... is deportable. For purposes of this clause, the term "crime of domestic 
violence" means any crime of violence (as defined in section 16 of Title 18) 
against a person committed by a current or former spouse of the person, by an 
individual with whom the person shares a child in common, by an individual who 
is cohabiting with or has cohabited with the person as a spouse, by an individual 
similarly situated to a spouse of the person under the domestic or family violence 
laws of the jurisdiction where the offense occurs, or by any other individual 
against a person who is protected from that individual's acts under the domestic or 
family violence laws of the United States or any State, Indian tribal government, 
or unit of local government. 
( emphasis added) 
The term "Aggravated felony" as contemplated under 8 U.S.C.A. § 1227(a)(2)(A)(iii) is 
defined in 8 U.S.C.A. § l 10l(a)(43). Under sub (t) of that section, an aggravated felony includes 
"a crime of violence ( as defined in section 16 of Title 18, but not including a purely political 
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offense) for which the term of imprisonment [is] at least one year." The term "crime of violence" 
as defined in 18 U .S.C.A. § 16, means: 
(a) an offense that has as an element the use, attempted use, or threatened use of physical 
force against the person or property of another, or 
(b) any other offense that is a felony and that, by its nature, involves a substantial risk 
that physical force against the person or property of another may be used in the course of 
committing the offense. 
A. Ineffective Assistance of Counsel 
A claim of ineffective assistance of counsel is properly brought under the post-conviction 
procedure act. Murray, 121 Idaho at 924-925, 828 P.2d at 1329-1330. A right to counsel in 
criminal actions brought by the state of Idaho is guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment to the 
United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution. Booth v. 
State, 151 Idaho 612,617,262 P.3d 255,260 (2011); McKay v. State, 148 Idaho 567, 570, 225 
P .3d 700, 703 (2010). The right to counsel is the right to the effective assistance of counsel. 
Strickland, 466 U.S. at 686, 104 S.Ct. at 2063; McMann v. Richardson, 397 U.S. 759, 771 n. 14, 
90 S.Ct. 1441, 1449 n. 14, 25 L.Ed.2d 763, 773 (1970). "Before deciding whether to plead guilty, 
a defendant is entitled to 'the effective assistance of competent counsel."' Padilla v. Kentucky, 
559 U.S. 356, 364, 130 S.Ct. 14 73, 1480-81 (2010) ( quoting Mc Mann, 397 U.S. at 771, 90 S. Ct. 
at 1449). 
1. Was counsel's performance deficient? 
The issue before this court is whether the Petitioner was adequately advised by counsel 
and understood that an entry of plea of guilty to the felony charge of Domestic Battery would 
result in his mandatory removal from the United States. The evidence presented by the parties on 
this issue shows that at the time of entry of his guilty plea the Petitioner was represented by 
counsel, Mr. McRae, and that he used the services of an interpreter provided by the Court. (Tr. 
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pg. 2, L. 12-15). Mr. McRae testified that prior to entry of the defendant's plea of guilty to 
Domestic Battery, a felony, that he had advised the Petitioner of his " .... understanding was that 
because this was a crime of violence that he would lose his right to be in the United States and so 
in the event that immigration ever found him that he would be deported." Mr. McRae testified 
further that in his meeting with his client that he did not use the services of an interpreter to 
communicate with his client, because he felt "comfortable" that his client understood. The 
Petitioner denies that Mr. McRae ever explained the immigration consequences of his guilty 
plea. 9 Mr. McRae further acknowledged in his testimony that when the Court inquired about 
whether there were any immigration issues that he did not correctly inform the Court of those 
issues and he incorrectly stated that "not at the present time''. The Court would assume that 
during this plea colJoquy, the interpreter was also communicating counsel's comments to the 
Court to the Petitioner as welJ. The Court did explain to the Petitioner at his change of plea-and 
the Petitioner stated that he "understood"-that a plea of guilty in all "likelihood could" result in 
his deportation; an inability to return; and an inability to obtain citizenship. (Tr. Pg. 8, L.24 to 
pg. 9, L. 9) The standard to be employed in this case is articulated in the Court of Appeals most 
recent decision in Keserovic v. State, 158 Idaho 234, _, 345 P.3d 1024, 1029 (Ct. App. 2015) 
(internal citations omitted): 
In Padilla v. Kentucky, the United States Supreme Court determined the 
standard of representation required when a guilty plea could have potential 
immigration consequences. The Court first held that under the Sixth 
Amendment right to counsel, as articulated in Strickland, counsel has a 
duty to provide advice, to varying degrees, relating to deportation. The 
Court then held that "when the deportation consequence is truly clear, as it 
was in [Padilla's] case, the duty to give correct advice is equally clear." On 
9 The petitioner's testimony is different than what is alleged in his petition. In his petition he alleges that his attorney 
did not "adequately" advise him of the immigration consequences of his guilty plea but in his testimony he indicates 
that his attorney never advised him of the immigration consequences. Further, the petitioner did not testify nor does 
he allege that his counsel's failure to use an interpreter in their meetings was the cause of an alleged lack of 
knowledge of the immigration consequences. 
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the other hand, when the law is less clear or uncertain "a criminal defense 
attorney need do no more than advise a noncitizen client that pending 
criminal charges may carry a risk of adverse immigration consequences." 
The Petitioner, prior to and at the time that he entered his guilty plea, knew that he was 
not a U.S. citizen and that he possessed a LPR status. The Petitioner denies that his attorney ever 
told him that he would lose his LPR status and would be deported if he pied guilty to felony 
Domestic Violence. In his direct testimony he testified as follows: 
Q. Prior to entering your plea of guilty to the crime of domestic 
violence, did your attorney explain to you that you would lose your 
lawful permanent resident status when you pied guilty? 
A. No. He never mentioned any of that. 
Q. Did you ever go over any documents with your attorney -- and I'm 
speaking of documents that contained any questions with regard to 
immigration consequences for pleading guilty to domestic 
violence? 
A. No, sir. 
However, his attorney testified, that prior to entry of his guilty plea, that he told the Petitioner 
" ... that because this was a crime of violence that he would lose his right to be in the United 
States and so in the event that immigration ever found him that he would be deported." It was the 
Petitioner's LPR status that gave him the "right" to be in the United States and by counsel telling 
the defendant that he would lose the "right to be in the United States" he was telling the 
defendant that he would lose his LPR status. Further, counsel told the Petitioner that by pleading 
guilty to the charge "he would be deported." In Padilla, the Court held that "when the 
deportation consequence is truly clear, ... the duty to give correct advice is equally clear." 559 
U.S. at 369, 130 S.Ct. at 1483-1484. In this Petitioner's case because he was pleading guilty to 
an "aggravated felony", deportation or removal was mandatory. The Petitioner did not testify 
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that the advice he was given was not correct, but that he was not advised at all regarding his 
immigration consequences. 10 The Court does not find the Petitioner's testimony credible that Mr. 
McRae provided him with no advice and Mr. McRae's testimony that he advised the Petitioner 
that he would lose his right to remain and would be deported if he was discovered by 
immigration authorities was correct. The credibility of Mr. McRae's testimony that he discussed 
immigration consequences with the Petitioner is further supported by his colloquy with the 
Court. 11 In the questioning by the Court the Petitioner stated that he "understood" that there was 
a "likelihood" that he "could be deported" and that if he was deported that there was a 
"likelihood that [he] could never return. The fact that he stated "Yes, I understand" suggests to 
this Court that counsel did have discussions with the Petitioner concerning the immigration 
consequences of his guilty plea contrary to the testimony he offered in the evidentiary hearing on 
his petition. This court in evaluating credibility is free to draw the most probable inferences 
available from the uncontroverted evidence. Hayes v. State, 146 Idaho 353, 355, 195 P.3d 712, 
714 (Ct. App. 2008). 
It is significant to this Court that the defendant has not alleged that counsel was 
ineffective in failing to use the services of an interpreter to communicate with him and that the 
Petitioner did not rebut the testimony of his attorney that he felt comfortable communicating 
with the defendant in English and that he felt the Petitioner understood what he was being told. 
Further, the defendant never testified that his counsel's statement to the Court during the change 
10 Counsel for the petitioner in his arguments to the Court focuses upon the statements of counsel to the Court 
concerning the immigration issues, however, the petitioner did not testify that he was confused about what counsel 
was stating to the Court regarding such issues. The key issue in this case was whether counsel correctly informed the 
petitioner of the immigration consequences that led the petitioner to the decision to accept the state's plea offer. 
11 This court does not mean to suggest that the Court's questioning of the defendant at the change of plea would 
have been sufficient, by itself to cure any deficiency of counsel, under Padilla, but merely to show that the petitioner 
did have some understanding of immigration consequences of his plea. If the petitioner had never discussed any 
immigration consequences with his counsel, a reasonable person would have spoken up and sought further inquiry 
from either the court or his attorney as a result of the court's inquiry. 
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of plea caused any confusion as to his understanding of the immigration consequences of his 
plea. Lastly, counsel for the petitioner in his closing argument suggested that counsel should or 
could have argued for a withheld judgment which may have mitigated the immigration 
consequences. First, this claim has no merit since it was not alleged in his verified petition. 
Second, if such a claim had been raised in the petition, it is clear that it is a "conviction" of an 
aggravated felony that leads to deportation. 8 U .S.C.A. § 110 I ( 48)(A). A plea of guilty by the 
defendant and the granting of a withheld judgment is still a "conviction". 8 U.S.C.A. 
1101(48)(A)(i). 
The Court finds that the testimony of Mr. McRae is credible that he informed the 
Petitioner correctly prior to entry of his guilty plea that if immigration found him that his guilty 
plea would terminate his right to remain in the United States and further that the plea of guilty 
would result in his removal from the United States. On this basis the court must find that counsel 
was not deficient and that Petitioner's counsel in the underlying criminal case complied with the 
legal requirements of Padilla. 
2. The Petitioner has failed to present any evidence of prejudice. 
While the Court has found that counsel was not deficient in his representation of the 
Petitioner, the Court will address the second prong of Strickland for the sake of a complete 
record. 
To be entitled to post-conviction relief based on a claim of ineffective assistance of 
counsel, the Petitioner must not only establish, deficient performance of his attorney, but also 
must establish prejudice as a result thereof. Strickland v. Washington, supra. The Petitioner in his 
petition did not allege any prejudice in his verified petition, nor did he testify to any prejudice. 
As part of the plea agreement the State agreed to dismiss the felony Kidnapping charge that 
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would have carried a greater penalty, i.e. up to 25 years in the state penitentiary. The Petitioner 
did not put on any evidence that he would have or could have negotiated a plea deal that did not 
have a risk of deportation. The Petitioner has the burden to allege and prove on the prejudice 
prong that a "decision to reject the plea bargain would have been rational under the 
circumstances." Padilla, 559 U.S. at 372, 130 S.Ct. at 1485; Keserovic v. State, 158 Idaho at_, 
345 P.3d at I 029. To show prejudice, the Petitioner must demonstrate a reasonable probability 
that "but for counsel's error's, [defendant] would not have pleaded guilty and would have 
insisted on going to trial." Hill, 474 U.S. 52; McKeeth, 140 Idaho at 851, 103 P.3d at 465. The 
Petitioner does not allege nor did he testify that he would have rejected the plea agreement and 
( 1) would have gone to trial with the possibility of being acquitted; or (2) would have negotiated 
a plea to a charge that did not have immigration consequences. The petitioner never testified as 
to what his decision would have been in view of the immigration consequences. Simply, there is 
no evidence in the record as to the decision that the Petitioner would have made in light of the 
immigration consequences or whether such a decision would have "been rational under the 
circumstances." He has not tried to show that he had any colorable defense to the charges that 
could have been presented if he had gone to trial and he received a benefit of having the 
kidnapping charge dismissed. While the petitioner does not have to show he would have 
prevailed at trial, it stands to reason that the defendant has the burden to show why he would 
have proceeded to trial, which he has failed to do. The Petitioner has failed to articulate in his 
testimony or verified petition, that the outcome of his case would have been different but for his 
counsel's performance. Absent the testimony of the Petitioner, the arguments of counsel are not 
supported by admissible evidence. Relief cannot be granted upon allegedly ineffective assistance 
of counsel where there is no evidence of prejudice resulting from the activity of counsel. Cootz v. 
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State, 129 Idaho 360, 370, 924 P.2d 622, 632 (Ct.App.1996); Drapeau v. State, l 03 Idaho 612, 
6 I 4, 651 P.2d 546, 549 (Ct. App. 1982). 
IV. 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
For the reasons set forth above, the Petitioner has failed to establ ish that counsel was 
deficient in his representation of the Petitioner or that he was prejudiced and therefore. the 
Petition for Post-Conviction Relief is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DA TED this _Lj_ day of --11latf---· 2015 
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